Abstract
make several practical recommendations for replicable, useful cognitive modeling. They also point out that the ultimate test of the usefulness of a cognitive model is its ability to solve practical problems. In this commentary, we argue that for cognitive modeling to reach applied domains, there is a pressing need to improve the standards of transparency and reproducibility in cognitive modelling research. Solution-oriented modeling requires engaging practitioners who understand the relevant domain. We discuss mechanisms by which reproducible research can foster engagement with applied practitioners. Notably, reproducible materials provide a start point for practitioners to experiment with cognitive models and determine whether those models might be suitable for their domain of expertise. This is essential because solving complex problems requires exploring a range of modeling approaches, and there may not time to implement each possible approach from the ground up. We also note the broader benefits to reproducibility within the field. Lee et al. (2019) provide a number of practical recommendations for robust cognitive modeling. At several points they touch upon reproducibility 1 -the extent to which researchers make openly available their experimental data, code, descriptions of the software dependencies required to execute the code, and provide clear user documentation. Lee et al. propose a minimum standard for reproducibility: "to provide accessible modeling details that allow a competent person in the field to reproduce the results" (p. 6). Here we argue that there is a pressing need to move beyond this minimum standard of reproducibility, towards a gold standard, to facilitate the uptake of cognitive modeling in applied fields. By the gold standard of reproducibility, we refer to the practice of providing a complete and automated analytical pipeline that includes all materials to reproduce the results of a given study, accompanied by high quality documentation (Peng, 2011) . Reproducible practices are increasingly supported by emerging technologies, such as dynamic document generation tools (e.g., R Markdown), version control and code/data sharing platforms (e.g., Github, OSF), and containerization technology (e.g., Docker).
Lee et al. state that "ultimately, the test of the usefulness of a theory or model is whether it works in practical applications" (p8). Testing the applied utility of cognitive models requires engaging practitioners familiar with the problems that "solution-oriented modeling" attempts to solve. However, applied practitioners often do not have extensive modeling expertise, and as such there are barriers to engagement and communication with modeling experts. In this commentary, we argue that reproducible and open research practices can substantially enhance the adoption and understanding of cognitive models in the applied community. We focus on a specific applied field, human factors: a multi-disciplinary domain that focuses on the application of psychological principles to the engineering and design of workplace systems. However, our arguments also hold for a range of other fields of applied psychology.
In human factors research and practice, cognitive theory is frequently applied to model human performance in simulated task environments, and routinely translated to inform realworld decisions made by practitioners and system designers. Like many fields of psychology, human factors research often relies on flexible verbal theories, particularly when the research involves synthesizing data with anecdotal reports (e.g., accident analyses; expert interviews).
However, human factors researchers are often interested in latent cognitive processes that require a model to identify, particularly in the context of simulated task environments. In addition, cognitive models have great potential utility in practice, for instance by providing a means to predict behavior when human in-the-loop testing is not feasible. As such, human factors can greatly benefit from the adoption of cognitive modeling (Byrne & Pew, 2009 ). There are reciprocal benefits to modelers: human factors paradigms provide excellent testbeds for evaluating model generalizability, can lead to novel theoretical insights, and inspire future model development. For example, recent evidence accumulation modeling of performance in a cognitively demanding air traffic control task has inspired the development of a detailed theory of how attentional capacity relates to evidence accumulation, with potentially broad applications (Boag, Strickland, Loft, & Heathcote, in press ).
The most straightforward and significant reason that reproducibility benefits applied engagement is that high-quality reproducible materials (e.g., well documented model code) provide a starting point for practitioners to experiment with models independently (i.e., without the need to procure outside help or expertise). Implementing a cognitive model from mathematical descriptions alone can demand a massive amount of time and expertise, which practitioners do not typically possess or have easy access to. It is essential for applied practitioners to be able to experiment with a range of models to determine which is most appropriate to the problem at hand before dedicating the time and resources required to develop expertise and refine methodologies. Practitioners often face complex issues that could potentially benefit from a range of modeling approaches, and as such, being required to implement models by hand does not permit adequately exploring the solution space. Reproducible examples also provide a clear vignette of the required data structures to apply a model. This is critical for practitioners faced with complex data sets (e.g., from simulation software) which demand deliberation and effort to shape into the structure required for modelling.
Ideally, general model frameworks should be provided that flexibly apply to a range of experimental designs and can be directly adapted to solve practical problems. The best example of this may be the ACT-R framework (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) , which has proven enormously useful and influential in the human factors literature (e.g., Laughery, Plott, Matessa, Archer, & Lebiere, 2012) . We appreciate that in some cases, cognitive models cannot be easily generalized beyond the task in which they were developed. Even in these cases, reproducibility can facilitate engagement between modelers and practitioners. At the early stages of collaboration, reproducible examples could be adapted to address common questions from practitioners. For instance, one of the first questions we often receive when interacting with practitioners is "how many observations are required to fit this model?". Rather than relying on heuristics from modelers, practitioners could use reproducible recovery studies as an entry point to testing parameter recovery. Engaging practitioners in this type of model testing will promote substantive collaborations that are more likely to produce desired outcomes (e.g., by preventing situations where serious confounds emerge after significant investment of time and/or resources).
Reproducibility is not the only pathway to increasing adoption of cognitive modelling in practice, and of course there are broader and more substantive benefits to reproducibility within the field. However, moving forward, if we seriously seek to evaluate the robustness and quality of models by their practical value, then we must take the necessary steps to ensure our methods can realistically be applied by practitioners.
